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Parts of microscope quiz

This is a 25 question test of multiple choice, true/false, and the most appropriate questions that are broken down into two sections. The first section is 14 questions covering the parts of a compound light microscope. The second section is 11 questions on general concepts and central topics for
microscopy. This test is intended for high school level beginners or fittings to microscopy or biology. After you finish the exam or click Next scroll up at the top of the page to continue. link to make an iPhone microscope link to Microscope Slide Coloring: What is and is doing practice Naming parts of the
microscope This test is all about lenses and other parts of microscopes! A high school general microscope was used. This test does not contain questions about bisection microscopes! The average score for this test is 7/10. Difficulty: Average. He's played 1,257 times. December 18, 20. 11 Questions |
Total Tests: 44989 Engine Tool Simple Machine Biology Cell You look through to see the specimen. Hold the slide in position. It is used to support the microscope when transported. Magnification ranges from 10x to 40x. Keep the slide in position. Move the scene up and down for focus. Gently move the
scene to stid the image. Holds high and low power targets, can be rotated to change magnification. It is used to regulate the amount of light per specimen. You look through it to see the specimen. Project the light up through the aperture, specimen and lens. It is used to regulate the amount of light per
specimen. Supports slide view. Move the scene up and down for focus. It is used to support the microscope when transported. Gently move the scene to stid the image. Magnification ranges from 10x to 40x. Keep the slide in position. Supports slide view. Gently move the scene to stid the image. Move the
scene up and down for focus. Magnification ranges from 10x to 40x. Project the light up through the aperture, specimen and lens. You look through it to see the specimen. Holds high and low power targets, can be rotated to change magnification. Move the scene up and down for focus. Holds high and
low power targets, can be rotated to change magnification. Hold the slide in position. You look through it to see the specimen. Holds high and low power targets, can be rotated to change magnification. Scorecard of a Champion Your game must be published for scores to save! 100% Necessary Random
Science or Biology Quiz Eye Lens Body Tube Revolving Nosepiece Goals Stage Clips Aperture Light Source Arm Stage Grosire Adjustment Knob Fine Adjustment Knob Base Compare scores with friends on all quizzes To create a playlist on Sporkle, you need to check the email address you used during
your recording. Go to The Sporkle Settings to complete the process. Process. © 2007-2020 Sporkle, Inc. Go to the → → of the mobile site Sporcle.com
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